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Spanning diverse musical styles, Julia Wade has performed nationally and internationally as a
concert soloist, as well as in opera, cabaret and musical theatre, including The Rome Opera
and Carnegie Hall.
Julia has carved out her own unique path as a performing artist. Known for creating an
intimate communication with her audience, Julia tours her evocative solo concerts to a
variety of venues from large concert halls to intimate theatres and churches.
Julia takes her audience on an inspirational journey in which she grapples with issues of both
the world at large as well as the individual human condition. Her concert is described as an
experience of being “beautifully entertained all the while your soul is being nourished!"
Julia’s concert experience runs 75 to 90 minutes with no intermission and will take your
audience on an inspiring musical thought journey.
An avid hiker, Julia draws much of her inspiration for her performances and recordings from
her walks in nature and more recently in her regular urban treks through New York City where
she resides with her husband. Julia has 9 solo CDs to date.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“This concert is like a musical lecture!” ~Dr. Marie Jureit-Beamish, Professor of Music, The Principia
“Julia, you speak in such a universal language! This concert should be played in all kinds of
ecumenical situations!” ~Chet Manchester, CSB, Board of Lectureship
“Your concert last night was perfection! What’s most interesting is that it actually went way
beyond a musical experience. It inspired us all, whether we were musical or not, to take a look at
our own lives and endeavors and reach higher—to reach for the same kind of perfection in our
own lives your concert represents!” ~Christine Irby Williams

Get to know Julia Wade on
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